Abstract-Missing text prediction is one of the major concerns of Natural Language Processing deep learning community's attention. However, the majority of text prediction related research is performed in other languages but not Arabic. In this paper, we take a first step in training a deep learning language model on Arabic language. Our contribution is the prediction of missing text from text documents while applying Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on Arabic Language Models. We have built CNN-based Language Models responding to specific settings in relation with Arabic language. We have prepared our dataset of a large quantity of text documents freely downloaded from Arab World Books, Hindawi foundation, and Shamela datasets. To calculate the accuracy of prediction, we have compared documents with complete text and same documents with missing text. We realized training, validation and test steps at three different stages aiming to increase the performance of prediction. The model had been trained at first stage on documents of the same author, then at the second stage, it had been trained on documents of the same dataset, and finally, at the third stage, the model had been trained on all document confused. Steps of training, validation and test have been repeated many times by changing each time the author, dataset, and the combination author-dataset, respectively. Also we have used the technique of enlarging training data by feeding the CNN-model each time by a larger quantity of text. The model gave a high performance of Arabic text prediction using Convolutional Neural Networks with an accuracy that have reached 97.8% in best case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several documents like ancient manuscripts, old handwritings and autographs suffer from problems, such as character degradation, stains and low quality. In such cases, text is often partially or entirely illegible. In other words, we frequently found in such documents a large quantity of missing text that makes these documents not available for exploitation.
In this paper, we address the use of CNN dealing with Arabic Language with the objective of predicting missing text from Arabic documents. The process of prediction is the main challenge raised in this work since it depends on a large scale of elementary operations such as text segmentation, words embedding detection, sense retrieval. The motivation held by text prediction is that it carries on several forms of document exploitation but not limited to semantic analysis, historical period detection of undated manuscripts and writing style analysis. Otherwise, dealing with Arabic put the focus of some features of this morphologically rich language such as word scheme meaning, writing units (letter, word and sentence), different letter shapes, lack of vowelization and little use of punctuation marks. Our idea is based on Human skill in extracting meanings from either a text or a part of speech that involves in understanding the meaning of a word (a sentence or a part of text) in its context of use. In [1] , author explains the principle of learning meanings as follows: "Once the discrimination appears from the child, he heard his parents or his educators utter verbally, and refer to the meaning, he understand so that word is used in that meaning, i.e: the speaker wanted that meaning".
By analogy to this principle, the CNN model presented in this paper takes a text at his inputs, train on it and predicts some text according to its training and its learning process. The use of deep CNN had been motivated by the success of CNN models facing many problems in several areas including script identification [2] , text classification [3] , text recognition [4] character recognition [5] , [6] . The success of CNN models had been attributed to their ability to learn features in an endto-end fashion form large quantities of data.
In a previous research, [7] , we proved the automatic generation of Arabic text using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Hence, while using it as a generative and predictive model, CNN gave more accurate results. In one hand the CNN proposed model had been built responding to some Arabic language features. In the other hand, we have prepared adequate datasets in which to apply the CNN model. We have used more than a hundred forty text files, with more than four millions of words, from novels of known Arabic authors. Data had been freely downloaded, cleaned up and divided into Training data, validation data and test data. Then the CNNmodel had been fed up according three stages: unique author data, unique source data, and author-source combination data.
The organisation of this paper is as follows, in section 2 a state of the art concerning the application of CNNmodels on Arabic language. In addition, we have mentionned our previous work dealing with neural networks and Arabic language. Section 3 gives an overview about CNN architecture, while Section 4 presents Arabic features on which we have based in this work. In Section 5, we detail our experiments and results. We explicit the process of data preparation, then we give characteristics of the model inputs before to explain the proposed model architecture. We discuss then our results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the research.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, a considerable quantity of work have dealt with CNN application on Arabic language as well as on other languages. In [8] , authors propose to auto-encode text a byte-level using CNN with recursive architecture. Experiments had been done on datasets in Arabic, Chinese and English. The motivation was to explore whether it is possible to have scalable and homogeneous text generation at byte-level in a non-sequential fashion through the simple task of autoencoding. The work showed that non-sequential text generation from a fixed-lengths representation is not only possible, but also achieved much better auto-encoding results than the use of RNN.
In [9] , authors have used CNN to address three demographic problem classification (gender, handedness, and the combined gender-and-handedness). The research was carried out on two public handwriting databases IAM and KHATT containing English text and Arabic text respectively. CNN have proven better capabilities to extract relevant handwriting features when compared to using handcrafted ones for the automatic text transcription problem. Authors in [9] have used a unique configuration of CNN with specific parameter values for the three considered demographic problems. Finally, the proposed gender-handedness prediction method remains relatively robust fore more than one alphabet.
Reference [10] have used CNN as a deep learning classifier for Arabic scene text recognition. Authors assume that such an approach is more appropriate in cursive scripts. Thus, their model had been applied to learn patterns of visual images in which Arabic text was written. The experimental results indicate that CNN can improve accuracy on large and variant datasets.
Moreover, the work presented in this paper involves as a continuity to our previous work dealing with Recurrent Neural Networks application on Arabic language, Arabic text segmentation and a study about Arabic datasets and corpora. In [11] , we assumed that Arabic scripts has numerous challenges associated. We mention here the variant shape of letters depending on their position in a word, the problem of writing units, the length of sentences due to little use of punctuation marks, the lack of space between sentence components in usual cases, and the lack of vowelization. For these reasons and more others, it involves being harder to segment Arabic script with automated tools. Therefore, by keeping in view these features in Arabic script, we have used our segmentation method proposed in [11] basing on what we hav called writing units. The segmentation method helps in partitioning text into units that will be converted in a next step into vectors (numerical representations) that will serve as input to the CNN model.
In addition, the study of corpora is on the heart of this field of research. Consequently, we had the opportunity to present a study on Arabic corpora in [12] . We have concluded in that work, that the hole majority of Arabic corpora are not free or not available publically. Moreover, a large number of corpora are limited to some specific subjects. The main idea of [12] was the creation of a framework to build freely accessible Arabic corpora that covers a variety of domains. As consequences, working on data preprocessing in this paper was a motivation, mainly to parametrize inputs of the CNN model. From another side, the work presented in [7] had been as ground to the actual work. We have proposed a method to generate Arabic text using RNN, especially Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM). The goal of the paper was to demonstrate the ability of such networks to generate correct Arabic text. The principle was to build a RNN language model adapted to some Arabic criteria and then apply it on Arabic text. Experiments in [7] have shown the ability of LSTM to generate sequences of Arabic characters after a step of training. The generation process had been based on a kind of mimicking the training text. Hence the idea of exploiting those results to predict the missing text proved feasible by further parametrizing the model or rather using CNN architecture.
III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Among the main goals of machine learning system, is data prediction and data generation [13] , classification [14] , and feature detection [14] , [15] . Recently, some deep learningbased models -such as Deep Belief Networks (DBN), RNN and CNN -have been proposed to reach these goals. The processing of these models is based on networks with several layers. It involves a class of models that try to learn multiple levels of data representation, which helps to take advantage of input data such as text, speech and image. Comparing to RNN or DBN, CNN have been found to be a good alternative in text prediction and generation [13] , classification [16] , [17] , and feature detection [14] , [15] .
CNN are feedforward networks based on combination of input layers, hidden layers (convolution layers, max pooling, drop out) and output layers. Deep CNN-models are powerful in terms of learning hierarchical representation of the data, and extracting the features from raw data. Their powerful is illustrated by the manner on which the layers are connected. The connection between layers requires fewer parameters and reduce memory consumption space. Moreover, the computing efficiency of CNN-models requires fewer operations.
A commonly used CNN-model architecture is presented in Fig. 1 . The architecture of a CNN can be detailed as follows: Input layer. It serves for feeding the model by raw data to process the network. Convolution layers. Layers within the attributes: Input and Number of filters. The input is a tensor determining quantity of data (number, width, height, and depth). While the number of filters is characterized by width, height and depth. A convolutional operation is carried out by the layer and its result is passed to the next layer. Convolution filter. Small spatial window with width and height smaller than the width and height of the input data. Rectified linear unit (ReLU). An element-wise activation function g(z) = max(0, z) which is applied on the input data. It changes its value while preserving its spatial dimensions in output. Pooling layers. They combine the outputs if neuron clusters at a layer into a single neuron in the next layer in order to reduce data dimensions. Pooling compute, in general, a max or an average. Max pooling conserves the maximum value from each cluster of a neuron while average pooling conserves the average value. Fully connected layers. They connect all-to-all, i.e. every neuron in a layer is connected to every neuron in another layer.
IV. ARABIC LANGUAGE FEATURES
Arabic is a semitic language spoken by around 400 million native speakers world-wide and used by more than 1.7 billion people daily in their prayers. It is one of the six official languages used in the United Nations Organization [18].
Arabic is written from right to left, in a cursive style, and includes 28 letters. Letters in Arabic can change shapes depending on their position in a word if it is at the starting, the middle or at the end. We find also for some cases different shapes even at the same position. Table I shows an example. Letters change their phonetic pronunciation depending to the vowelization mark. Let us consider the word It can be interpreted as <understanding>, <he understood>, or <so they>. The lack of vowelization makes the process of understanding depends on the context. Space separated units in Arabic are not necessarily words, they can be sentences or letters having their own role or meaning. We note here that in Arabic, a writing unit can be a letter, a word or a sentence as shown in the examples below: 1).
2). 3).
with the respective meanings of 1). and 2). books, and 3). then you will write it.
Moreover, we find another feature in Arabic that is words have schemes that influence their meaning consequently. The meaning of a word is got once interpreting its scheme and without having to know the word before. As an illustration, the word (he wrote) has the scheme refers to the verb in its 3rd singular person form. But the word (author) has the scheme which means that the word refers to someone who is responsible of the act (writing hin this example). Similarly the word (written) has the scheme which means that it refers to the effect of an action. By analogy, words refer respectively to the action of a verb, the responsible of the act, and the effect of the action, it comes here that the first word means spell (the verb in its 3rd singular person form), the second words means the speller, and the third word is the speech.
Arabic language possesses a list of around four hundred schemes, but in this work we have limited the use of a hundred schemes to feed up the CNN model. Table II shows some of schemes meanings used in this work. With this in mind, the main advantage of teaching the model such language features is increasing the performance of missing text prediction and generation.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Data Preparation
At the starting of every work dealing with a huge quantity of data, the operation of data preparation remains to be a necessary task to prepare the dataset on which we have worked. We have first freely downloaded several text documents in portable document format (pdf) from three sources on the web: Arab World Book (AWB) [19] , Shamela Library (ShL) [20] , and Hindawi organisation (HND) [21] . We have collected several text novels and poems of some Arab authors. The global size of our dataset was about 130 MB of text, distributed over 144 text files with more than four millions of words. Table  III gives an overview about our dataset.
We mention here that AWB is a cultural club and Arabic bookstore that aims to promote Arab thought [19] . It provides a All pdf documents from these sources have been converted to text format using <Free pdf to Text Converter> tool available at http//www.01.net.com/telecharger/windows/Multimedia /scanner ocr/fiches/115026.html. Table IV lists some of these documents we have used in our experiments and their authors respectively. We have assigned an ID for each document to designate it during the Python implementation phase. After an exploration of these text files, it was found that the text must be cleaned up of certain aspects such as the succession of multiple spaces, and the appearance of some undesirable characters like <? > and < square >. This is due to two problems: Arabic character encoding and the correspondence between Arabic letters encoding and shapes. In one hand, to face the encoding problem, we have chosen utf-8 encoding, and in the other hand, undesirable characters appear while using different writing fonts in different environments, we proceed by unifying fonts of the entire text in one.
Once data are cleaned up, we proceed by the operation of dividing it into three subsets: Training set (TrD), Validation set (VD), and Test set (TsD). The training process is an operation that consists of teaching the CNN model how to write the Arabic text, the categories of words in Arabic, the particularities of Arabic (especially those taken into consideration by our research), morphology , grammar, conjugation, and semantics. That being said, the model learns by browsing a multitude of documents written in Arabic while remembering, among other things, the order of words and the composition of the phrases. At the end of the training operation, the model has enough luggage to be able to generate Arabic text or to predict it. We then proceed with the validation operation, which consists in evaluating the learning of the model by giving it documents already processed but this time with missing text. The model, therefore, must predict the missing text and we compare with the original text and calculate the accuracy of the results. The step of test then comes up by feeding the model by new documents with missing text. These documents have not been treated by the model at all. The CNN-model try to predict text basing on its learning.
AS in the most state of the art of data preparation, TrD took about 70% of data, i.e. 94 document files of the 144. VD and TsD took each one around 15% of data, i.e. 25 document files each. Table V shows the distribution of documents and words per dataset for each sources of our three sources. 
B. Inputs of the CNN-Model
In the following, we provide details about our preprocessing strategy for text datasets, prior to feeding The succession of N wu i in a text necessarily generates a unique WU (or with higher accuracy at least, with other WU with lower accuracy) which will improve the prediction process. The iv is fed into the CNN-model and, at the output, the next WU is given, i.e. a vector (v) of N elements (wu 1 , wu 2 , wu 3 , wu 4 , ..., wu N ) leads to the prediction of the next WU which will be wu N +1 .
To reduce document browzing and to gain in terms of execution time, we no longer limited to the use of vectors, but rather we opted for matrices (rows and columns). We have created a matrix M containing a number N of BWUCs in its columns. N is determined depending the performance of the prediction results (we have evaluated N = 3, N = 4, and N = 5).
The order of elements of a row in M is the same as the th line and j refers to the (j + 1) th column in M ) referring to a WU. We have adjusted lengths of all WU by completing these lengths by the empty character to have the same length for all WU.
The next step involves to create a column vector Y containing one element per each row. Y has the same nr as M . The correspondence between M and Y is that after each group of elements in a row of M , we find necessarily the element in the same row of Y , i.e. after each group of N WU in the text, we have the WU which is referred by the element in Y . Table  VII shows the vector Y corresponding to matrix M presented in Table VI . We created then M codes, an equivalent matrix to M , and Y codes an equivalent vector to Y . M codes and Y codes serve as inputs for the CNN-model. M codes and Y codes contain BWUC of WU in text.
(
C. The Proposed CNN Model
We have implemented our model under Python programming language using Keras API with TensorFlow library as backend. Keras is a high-level neural networks API written with Python. It provides functionalities to deal with deep learning models. TensorFlow is a Python library used for symbolic numerical computations. Symbolic expressions in TnsorFlow define computational architectures such as CNN models.
The structure of our CNN is shown in Fig. 2 . It consists of an input layer, two convolution layers with ReLU as nonlinear activation function, two max pooling layers, and a fully connected layer. The last one is the output layer.
D. Results and Discussion
Our experiments are based on three essential stages; training, validation and test.
The training, validation and test operations were carried out in three stages according to three different processes in order to analyze and interpret the results of the prediction of the missing text, and also aiming at improving the overall accuracy of this prediction. First we started the training on the documents of a single author, we repeat the process for each author, we validate on documents already treated in training and then we test our results on documents that will be provided to CNN-model for the first time. The second stage is to provide documents from different authors but from the same source, since each of the three sources (AWB, ShL and HND) had its own priorities of classifying documents, choosing documents, choosing topics, putting up topics, and choosing authors obviously. We carry out the same process concerning training, validation and test. And finally, the third stage proves to provide documents in Arabic to the CNNmodel without taking into account neither the author nor the data source with the objective of Arabic text prediction. These three stages are detailed below.
1) Stage 1:
We proceeded by training the CNN on the documents of the same author. Generally, each author is characterized by his writing style, his method of describing facts or expressing ideas and more other features. These features have been taken into consideration by the model when it predicts the missing text in a document. When the model has to predict a missing text from a document of Mahmoud Darweesh for example, the text is often in relation with the notions of the homeland, the earth, and love, so text of these domains has a higher rate to be predicted rather than text of other domain. However, if dealing with Nabil Farouq's documents, we find that his writings, as a whole, are in touch with the world of crime and the security of states, so the higher probability of predicition corresponds to text of these domains.
The prediction of missing texts on the processed documents had been carried out on the basis of both a statistical and a probabilistic approach. the model calculate the rate of a WU appearance after N other WU in a text. In the same text, even of the same author, we can find after 5 WU for example the appearance of multiple WU depending on the context. The model calculate then the probability of each WU appearance (PWUA) and predict the missing text according to the higher probability. Table VIII gives an illustration about this concept. At this experimental stage, results have shown a high level of overall accuracy attending a hundred percent in several cases. Given these results, our interpretation is that the model did learn the author's writing style to the point where he can correctly predict the missing text of his writings with a widely acceptable error rate. We noticed another aspect of prediction that was not part of our research is that the model can predict even formatting (text in bold, underlined text, text in color). This can be the subject of a future work.
For the test, we propose to our CNN-model documents with missing text, always of the same author, but this time these documents have never been treated by the CNN-model neither at the training stage nor at the validation stage. The model responded satisfactorily as the predicted results reached a maximum of 92.8% as overall accuracy. Results are represented in Table IX. As first observation, prediction accuracy seems to have proportional relation with the amount of both trained and tested text. Table IX shows that more text amount is higher (in both training step or validation step) more prediction overall accuracy (POA) is higher (in both validation step or test step). This proves that the CNN-model learning is more interesting when the amount of data is more important. So we try next to feed up the CNN-model by a more larger quantity of data and calculate the accuracy. 2) Stage 2: The second stage took place while keeping in mind that each data source is different from the other. We tried then, in this step, to evaluate the prediction of the missing text belonging to the same data source, without taking into consideration the author of the text, with the purpose of assuming if the prediction is realized by following the same criteria as in the first stage (prediction by domain, writing style, and conservation of formatting).
The model had been fed up by texts from the same source www.ijacsa.thesai.orgof any confused author. we did carried out the training, the validation and the test in the same way as for the first stage. The model had been trained on AWB TrD set, provides AWB VD set texts for validation, then had been tested with AWB TsD set texts. The same operations are repeated for texts of ShL apart and texts of HND apart. The prediction results of this stage are described in the Table X where the number of documents used is presented by ND. Certainly, at this experimental stage we have achieved satisfactory results in terms of POA. It is clear and obvious that POA, at the validation step (98.4 as maximum), is higher than POA calculated at the test step (96.9), since the VD texts have already been processed by the model while the TsD texts are treated by the model for the first time. The POA at this stage is even higher compared to the first stage, knowing that the variant that is discussed at this level is the amount of text provided in each of the two stages. We partially conclude that the amount of text provided during the training and test steps is proportional with the POA calculated at the validation step.
3) Stage 3:
The last experimentation process was performed by taking documents of different authors from the three data sources. The aim was to have documents in Arabic and to be able to predict the missing text of these documents. The results of this process are reported in Table XI. At this stage, we have calculated POA by a cumulative method, i.e. we have provided the CNN-model with a quantity of text and we have calculated POA, then we have enlarged the training set (validation set and test set as well) by increasing the amount of text to improve performance. We have done as well by feeding CNN-model by texts and calculating POA until we supply all the text. We experimented with 4 steps of transformations (e.g. one author, one source, combination of authors per source, combination of sources per author) each transformation had been applied twice while enlarging data from first time to the second. Table XII shows the best performance of POA while dealing with data augmentation.
VI. CONCLUSION
Compared to traditional Machine Learning, CNN is one of best solutions for automatic learning using the raw text data directly. In this work, our CNN-model depends on both words and characters of Arabic language to encode text data, which involves in dealing with large input vectors while using word encoding. We have proposed an Arabic text encoding method that is based on converting N -gram unique dictionary integer ID number to its equivalent binary value. To be compatible and efficiency with the encoding method, we have proposed our CNN-based architecture with horizontal and verticla convolutional layers.
The CNN-model initialization requires then adequate weight parametrizing, but in our experiments, we have opted for low level representation of text data to reduce the input feature vector. We have observed that the performance and the accuracy of the model had been influenced by the way we feed up the CNN at inputs.
We have make the deal to challenge the lack of research on Arabic text prediction using CNN. For measure, our models have achieved a competitive accuracy and our results have shown the powerful use of CNN and its ability to predict Arabic missing text using a statistical and probabilistic approach.
Our work has shown limitations on the amount of CNN input data. Indeed, at a number of fifty MB the machine crashes, knowing that we have worked on a CPU. We will adapt our algorithm and our CNN-model to work on a GPU and therefore we can discuss more efficient results.
